AT ANDERSEN, WE BELIEVE IN EXCEPTIONAL
FURNITURE THAT COMES FROM THE HEART.
WITH HISTORY, PASSION AND A LOVE OF
GREAT CRAFTSMANSHIP. WE ALSO BELIEVE
IN FURNITURE THAT LASTS - BOTH IN QUALITY
AND DESIGN. FURNITURE THAT, WITHOUT
BEING DICTATED BY SHORT-TERM FADS,
STANDS OUT AND MAKES IT EASY TO CREATE
INDIVIDUAL HOMES WITH A DISTINCTIVE
CHARACTER. THAT’S WHY ANDERSEN HAS
BEEN “TIMELESS SINCE 1916”.

FRESH DESIGN – SOLID WORK
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S1 // PURE PRIVILEGE
Design : byK ATO

With its modern design, the S1 re-interprets the classic sideboard and gives you a piece of furniture with
abundant potential for creating your own personal
statement, and your own design� Choose between
oak, ash, walnut or black for the body� Add shelves in
laminate and drawers in solid wood� Doors come in
12 different colours� The base, body and drawers are
elegantly crafted with visible dowel joints, and both
doors and drawers can be installed without the use of
tools so that you can easily design your S1 to suit your
own taste and temperament� The drawers can also be
used as trays� Practical and thoroughly elegant�
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200 x 50 x H68 cm (incl� base)

S2 // PURE POTENTIAL
Design : byK ATO

The S2 is much more than a shelving system. It provides a wealth of possibilities for creating your
own personal storage space, for your own personal needs. You can give it your own personal look by
combining shapes, types of wood and colours as you please. Elements in four different sizes are the
mainstay of the S2 system. These come in solid oak, ash, walnut or black with visible dowel joints. You
then have complete freedom to design your own shelving system with doors and drawers in countless
combinations and colours, and you can add partitions and shelves in five different widths. Hang the
S2 on the wall, or place one or more elements on the elegant, mat black metal legs. Can you see the
potential?

60 x 36 x H51 cm (1 compartment)
60 x 36 x H32 cm (1 compartment)
118 x 36 x H51 cm (2 compartments)
118 x 36 x H32 cm (2 compartments)
Leg height: 24 cm

S2 media section
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S3 // PURE PERSONALITY
Design : byK ATO
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The S3 is a perfect fusion of classic and modern; with
elements of the classic writing bureau, with a trace
of sideboard, with a hint of cupboard� The S3 offers
you an open invitation to combine your creativity with
your love of order to design your own personal storage
cabinet� There is room for absolutely everything, from
porcelain, tablecloths and crockery to keys, documents, catalogues, tablets and game consoles� Choose
between a solid oak, solid walnut or black body with
laminate fronts in white or a tasteful combination of
three pastel beige and grey tones�

W130 x D43 x H132 cm
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S4 // PURE BENEFICIAL
Design: Ditlev Karsten

L186 x D45 x H82 cm
Door colours:
White
Dusty green
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S4 IS AN EXCITING NEW SIDEBOARD, WHICH
IS BOTH SPACIOUS AND PRACTICAL. DITLEV
KARSTEN HAS DESIGNED A BRILLIANT ITEM
OF STORAGE FURNITURE. THE BODY IS MADE
OF SOLID OAK, TREATED WITH WOOD CARE
FOR EASY MAINTENANCE. YOU CAN CHOOSE
BETWEEN 2 COLOURS FOR THE DOORS: WHITE
OR DUSTY GREEN. CHOOSE BETWEEN A STEEL
BASE, POWDER PAINTED OR SOLID OAK LEGS.
S4 IS A BEAUTIFUL AND USABLE STORAGE
SOLUTION. A CLASSIC, SPACIOUS SIDEBOARD.
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S5 // PURE STYLE
Design : byK ATO
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Like the other storage units from Andersen, the design
of S5 is also based on good, traditional craftsmanship.
The unit is made of solid wood with mortise and tenon
joints, turned legs with brass rings and drawer frames,
also in solid wood. The unit has a beautiful ﬁnish, and
it is an exclusive and extremely elegant piece, which
is also practical as it offers plenty of storage space.

Dimensions: W83 x D43 x H132 cm.
The legs are ﬁ tted with adjustable feet

S5 is available in solid oak and walnut or with a black
cabinet, and a choice of two different fronts. One is
with multicoloured door and drawer fronts in beige
and shades of grey, while the other version of the S5
comes in a more simple and classic version with plain
white fronts.
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S6 // PURE ELEGANCE
Design : byK ATO

The S6 sideboard is yet another new addition to the
S3 family. S6 has visible mortise and tenon joints and
elegantly crafted details. S5 is a beautiful, practical
storage solution, as the unit has both drawers and
doors, naturally with soft-close dampers.
Like the other pieces in the storage range, S6 is also
available with a solid oak, walnut or black cabinet,
and a choice of two fronts: either the classic white,
or the inspiring and timeless multicoloured front in
beige and shades of grey.

Dimensions: W163 x D43 x H79 cm.
The legs are ﬁ tted with adjustable feet.
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C1 // PURE PRESENCE
Design : byK ATO

The CT1 challenges the traditional coffee table by playing
with organic shapes, bringing a whole new intimacy to your
living room� The tables appear smaller but they actually
offer the same possibilities as rectangular, oval and round
coffee tables� There are four sizes to choose between,
in elegant oak or warm walnut� Alternatively, you could
combine a base in solid wood with a table top in one of the
many different laminate colours� You could also add an
under-shelf in laminate; again, there are many colours to
choose between� The result is a wealth of options and a
table with extraordinary personality�
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93 x 72 cm
120 x 70 cm
140 x 83 cm
102 x 90 cm
All tables are 45 cm in height

C2 // PURE JOY
Design : Herman Studio

The C2 is an innovative series of solid oak coffee tables
with a touch of classic elements in terms of shape and
materials�

Ø50 x H43,5 cm
Ø80 x H47,5 cm
43x43 x H43,5 cm
65x65 x H47,5 cm

Choose between four different sizes and/or combine
them in a set� The C2 is available in two different heights
and can therefore be used as nesting tables�
The quality craftsmanship and subtle details of the
C2 makes it an attractive addition to any living room�
Pure joy�
The C2 table series has recently expanded
with a lamp and a lamp table� The lampshade is made of porcelain and the base
is solid oak
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A1 // PURE COMFORT
Design : byK ATO
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The A1 is a new sofa that is guaranteed to become a
classic� Its aesthetic contours lend it a timeless and
elegant appearance� The A1 is designed by byKATO
with a strong focus on comfort� The sofa contains differentiated foam which ensures the highest possible
sitting comfort� Choose from more than 50 high-quality
varieties of leather and fabric upholstery, allowing you
to determine the look of your sofa� The A1 sofa appears
light and inviting, drawing you in to take a seat�

3-person sofa (L230 x D90 x SH45 x H80 cm)
2½-person sofa (L200 x D90 x SH45 x H80 cm)
Pouf (L90 x D55 x H44 cm)

The sofa comes in a 3-person and 2½-person variety�
A variety of finishes can be selected for the solid oak
legs� You also have the option of combining the sofa
with a comfortable and classic pouf�
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T1 // PURE PASSION
Design : byK ATO
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T1 // PURE PASSION
Design : byK ATO

The prize-winning T1 table brings edginess and personality to your home� Its timeless design and grace invite
you to think alternatively and to discover new potential
in your décor� It allows you to choose chairs that create
contrast and life� Extraordinary�

88 x 160 cm (extension for three leaves)
95 x 180 cm (extension for three leaves)
95 x 220 cm (extension for four leaves)
160 x 88 cm with fixed table top
180 x 95 cm with fixed table top
220 x 95 cm with fixed table top
240 x 110 cm with fixed table top
295 x 110 cm with fixed table top
All tables are 72�5 cm in height
You can choose topplate with laminate,
linoleum or in solid wood�
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T7 // PURE SATISFACTION
Design : Ditlev Karsten

Ditlev Karsten has designed a beautiful, modern
classic dining table – T7� Enjoy the table’s soft style
and expression� The tabletop is made of solid coloured
white laminate and the legs are in solid oak – treated
with ”Wood Care” for minimal maintenance or you can
choose legs black painted� The design of T7 lets the
materials speak for themselves� Practical and elegant�

95 x 220 x H72,5 cm
Extra 50-cm, white laminate leaves

The table can be extended with 4 extra leaves, which
are easy to insert to provide extra room at the table�
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255 // PURE TRADITION
Design : Knud Andersen

The 255 collection’s round and oval dining tables represent Danish furniture design at its purest. They
are created to maintain design and quality. The classic design occupies the room and gives the table
its own personality, regardless of whether you add one of Hans Wegner’s classic chairs, a modern
shell chair or something different altogether. The 255 table will give you a feeling of joy; every time
you see it and every time you set it. The standard table is supplied with an extension mechanism for
three extension leaves. Additional extension, up to a total of eight leaves, can be added.

110 x 172 cm
110 x 215 cm
125 x 172 cm
125 x 215 cm
Ø 110 cm
Ø 125 cm
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DK10 // PURE PERFECTION
Design : Ditlev Karsten

With its elegant steel structure, the DK10 table collection appears light and airy� The design demands
attention but, at the same time, shows the chairs
to their best advantage� Demonstrating the tasteful
evolution of the collection, its latest addition is an oval
extendable table with legs in solid oak or walnut� This
new detail lends the table a much warmer appearance,
allowing the passion for natural materials and impeccable cabinet-making to emerge�

Steel legs:
110 x 190 cm, oval (extension for three leaves)
110/88 x 190 cm, boat-shaped (extension for
three leaves)
Diameter: 90 cm
Diameter: 110 cm
90 x 160 cm
100 x 160 cm
Legs in solid oak or walnut:
110 x 190 cm, oval (extension for three leaves)
All tables are height 72 cm
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D1 // PURE CHARACTER
Design : byK ATO

125 x 70 x H74 cm
Colours:
4155 Grey green
4166 Antracite
4172 Dusty brown
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THE NEW D1 DESK IS A PRACTICAL, SIMPLE
PIECE OF FURNITURE, WHICH POSSESSES
BOTH STYLE AND CHARACTER. THE DESK IS
DESIGNED BY byKATO AND ITS SCANDINAVIAN
SIMPLICITY AND ELEGANCE COME OVER LOUD
AND CLEAR. A TIMELESS IDIOM – SIMPLY. THE
DESK IS MANUFACTURED USING PRACTICAL
LINOLEUM SHEETING, WHICH IS AVAILABLE IN
3 ELEGANT COLOURS. THE FRAME IS MADE OF
SOLID OAK AND TREATED WITH THE PRODUCT,
“WOOD CARE”, SO IT REQUIRES A MINIMUM OF
MAINTENANCE.
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TAC // PURE PERSUASION
Design : byK ATO

The Andersen Chair (TAC) is a stimulating confrontation
of opposites� Classic warmth meets colourful creativity�
Nordic minimalism blends temptingly with international
design� Choose between matt white, matt black or seven
glossy colours for the seat and choose between oak, ash,
walnut and black legs� Finish the chair with a flourish
(and a little extra comfort) by adding a fabric or leather
cushion�
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Seat height: 46 cm
Width: 45 cm

AC2 // PURE PERFECTION
Design : byK ATO

The AC2 is yet another stunning design classic from
byKATO� The chair has a minimalistic design, with
subtle details and sleek lines that emanate style and
elegance�

Seat height: 43,5 cm
Width: 58 cm

The AC2 is extremely comfortable and crafted from
first-class materials� Many varieties are available for
this chair� Choose between a plain wood or upholstered
seat, and leather or fabric upholstery in a wide selection of attractive colours� The beautiful wooden frame
is available in oak natural oil, oak WoodCare, and black�
The legs are equipped noise-absorbing, anti-slip studs
which gives the chair a buoyant impression that ties the
whole design together�
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FRESH DESIGN – SOLID WORK
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HT1 // PURE PLENUM
Design : byK ATO

With the HT1, byKATO has taken the prize-winning T1 design to new heights - quite literally. The
table is a re-interpretation of the traditional high table with trestles. Simple yet full of character, its
30 mm table top seems to ﬂ oat above the two solid wood trestles. The stainless steel cap covering
the footrest discretely emphasises the classy tone this table lends to any environment; whether it
is used for meetings on the run, for taking a breather, or as a natural hangout in the family room.

150 x 75 cm
216 x 75 cm
273 x 75 cm
All tables comes
in height 93 cm
and 108 cm
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HC1 // PURE CURVES
Design: Anne Qvist

THE HC1 STOOL HAS A WONDERFUL LIGHTNESS
AND A SOFT VISUAL STYLE. IT IS ELEGANT AND
VERY TASTEFULLY DONE AND CAN BE USED
IN MANY CONTEXTS. THE STOOL COMES IN
SEVERAL VARIANTS AND STYLES. THE BEAUTIFUL WOODEN BASE IS MADE OF OAK WITH
DIFFERENT SURFACE TREATMENTS AND IS
ALSO AVAILABLE IN BLACK LACQUER. THERE IS
A CHOICE OF A PADDED LEATHER OR WOODEN
SEAT. THE CHAIR IS AVAILABLE IN TWO HEIGHTS
AND ALSO HAS THE UNIQUE DETAIL THAT IT
CAN HANG ON A HIGH TABLE.
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